


Set ONE

Set TWO

Set Three

The music contained herein present the Jerry Garcia Band’s lone New Year’s Eve 
performance. Originally captured to analog reels and later transferred to digital audio 

tape, the enclosed recordings have been meticulously mastered for release. While 
certain minor sonic imperfections impervious to even the latest in digital wizardry 

remain, rest assured this vibrant performance transcends any inherent limitation in 
fidelity. Listen comfortably with our promise that every effort was made to produce this 

performance for release in a manner which honors the spirit of its creation.

RECORDED LIVE AT THE KEYSTONE, BERKELEY, CA DECEMBER 31ST, 1975

Set ONE
1. LET IT ROCK

2. MOTHER NATURE’S SON 
3. IT Ain

,
t NO USE

4. GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 
5. THEY LOVE EACH OTHER

6. PIG’S BOOGIE 

Set TWO
1. NEW YEAR’S COUNTDOWN

2. HOW SWEET IT IS (TO BE LOVED BY YOU)
3. CATFISH JOHN 

4. MYSTERY TRAIN>
5. DRUMS>NEW YEAR’S JAM>

6. MYSTERY TRAIN

Set Three
1. TORE UP OVER YOU

2. TUNING
3. C.C. RIDER 

4. (I’M A) ROAD RUNNER
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Jerry Garcia played more than 200 shows in various configurations 

at the Keystone Berkeley, a tiny and beloved club owned by his 

longtime friend Freddie Herrera. It was a decidedly unspectacular 

venue, both architecturally and acoustically, but it was the scene  

of countless memorable musical moments, as I and any number of 

Bay Area music lovers of a certain age can attest. The legal 

capacity was under 500, but when Jerry (and certain other acts) 

played there, we packed in like ecstatic sardines.

 Herrera and Garcia connected through bassist John Kahn by 

way of guitarist Nick Gravenites. Herrera shared the origin of the 

connection in 2014, “Nick came by one day and said, ‘I like your 

place, and I want to bring my friends over to play for you.’ It was 

Michael Bloomfield, with John Kahn. And from then we went on 

to Jerry and Merl [Saunders], Elvin Bishop—everybody.”

 Musicians talked up the Keystone among their peers, Herrera 

recalls. “All these guys I met, I met through everybody else. They’d 

tell their friends: ‘You gotta play for Freddie.’ We had Linda Ronstadt, 

Ray Charles, James Brown, Freddie King, Albert King, Lightnin’ 

Hopkins, John Lee Hooker,” Herrera continues. “We had George Strait, 

the Pointer Sisters, Herbie Hancock…”

 “Jerry and I were pretty close friends,” Herrera recalls. “He helped 

me, I helped him. He’d always be there for me any time.” And 

Herrera took care of the guitarist’s fans: “For Jerry shows, we had 

people from all over the world. They would come to San Francisco 

especially to see a Jerry Garcia show. If anybody called me from 

England or wherever they were at, I’d say, ‘Just remind me that you 

called me from England for the Jerry show and I’ll get you in.’ ”

 Herrera hosted the JGB’s first gig following Jerry’s diabetic coma 

in 1986, on October 4 at The Stone, Herrera’s San Francisco venue. 

“We put out a red carpet. Broadway was blocked off. There were so 

many people there for Jerry. It’s amazing how much everybody 

really loved that guy.”

After several years with Merl Saunders and Martin Fierro, Garcia 

and Kahn contemplated a change in personnel in mid-1975. 

Then-manager Richard Loren recalls, “I’d been getting these feelings… 

I’d hear stuff when they came off the stage, and I was privy to 

conversations between John and Jerry.”

 “One day the three of us were in the office, and they talked about 

what they could do,” Loren continues. “John brought up Nicky 

Hopkins, who was now living in Mill Valley.”

 Hopkins had moved to the San Francisco area a few years earlier 

and had been playing regularly with Jefferson Airplane and Quicksilver 

Messenger Service. He was a genuine legend, with a resumé that 

included records and live performances with The Kinks, The Who, 

the Rolling Stones, the Beatles (he played the piano solo on the original 

single of “Revolution,” to cite one immortal example, and worked 

with all the Beatles on their solo projects), and countless others.

 “I knew he would love the opportunity to play with Jerry,” says 

Loren. “Almost anybody would like to play with Jerry. I called his 

manager, and next thing you know he was a member of the band.”

 This was the first ensemble to perform as the Jerry Garcia Band. 

“That was my idea,” Loren recalls. The previous edition of the 

band was called the Legion of Mary, a name suggested by Kahn. “It 

was confusing to the venues: ‘Is Jerry in the band?’ On the marquee 

it would say, ‘Legion of Mary with Jerry Garcia.’ ” Calling the new 

ensemble the Jerry Garcia Band also allowed some flexibility with 

personnel: “We could have any permutation we wanted.”

 This 1975 JGB configuration—Garcia, bassist John Kahn, 

drummer Ron Tutt, and keyboardist Nicky Hopkins—lasted only five 

months. Hopkins was a brilliant but unstable player. Let It Rock, 

recorded at the Keystone Berkeley in mid-November of 1975 and 

released in 2009, shows the collaboration at its creative peak,  

with a rock-solid rhythm section and two inspired instrumentalists 

intertwining melodic improvisations. “I loved the guy,” says Loren. 



“He was a very soulful, beautiful human being, but he was 

physically a mess; he had Crohn’s Disease” and a serious problem 

with drugs and alcohol. Hopkins’ erratic performances and 

drunken stage patter eclipsed his musical prowess, and as a result, 

12/31/75 was the pianist’s last appearance with the JGB.

Drummer Ron Tutt had a gig with his other employer, Elvis Presley, 

on New Year’s Eve of 1975. His substitute was Greg Errico, who 

was a good friend of Grateful Dead drummer Mickey Hart and had 

sat in on various occasions with Garcia and with the Dead.

 Errico, who first came to public notice with Sly and the Family 

Stone, played with Garcia off and on for about ten years starting 

in 1974 and served as a member of the JGB on several tours in the 

’80s. The first time he was called for a gig, he recalled in 2014, 

“We rehearsed that afternoon and played that night. It was fantastic! 

We improvised these songs that everybody knew, whether they 

be Dylan or Beatles or Garcia songs. It was pretty open—no strange 

or complex arrangements. You went for it! We used to trade 

phrases. He’d up it one, I’d up it one. He’d dig in and play. I always 

had fun with him.”

 On this New Year’s Eve, the quartet was joined by Jerry’s Grateful 

Dead bandmates Mickey Hart and Bob Weir (on percussion and 

guitar/vocals, respectively) and Weir’s Kingfish bandmate Matthew 

Kelly (harmonica and guitar). Kelly, a close friend of Weir’s since 

they were kids in Atherton, California, first met Garcia at The Matrix 

in San Francisco in the early ’70s. “I was just bowled over by how 

incredibly warm and friendly he was. He was delightful.”

 Kelly was also a big fan of Nicky Hopkins’ piano playing. “My 

background was mostly blues,” he said in 2014. “I played with 

T-Bone Walker, John Lee Hooker, and those guys. [Hopkins] was 

one of the few white guys who really had a natural feel for that 

gospel blues style. I really liked his playing, and I was honored to 

be on stage with him.”

 The 12/31/75 performance shows the strengths and weaknesses 

of Nicky Hopkins at the time: when he’s lucid, he plays magnifi-

cently, but there are moments when the pianist is clearly not paying 

attention. It takes him a while to notice that the rest of the band 

has started the show, noodling obliviously while the band eases into 

“Let It Rock.” On the other hand, his idle between-songs quotation 

of the Beatles’ “Mother Nature’s Son” attracts the attention of the 

rest, yielding two minutes of unplanned sweetness before the band 

launches into “It Ain’t No Use.” Another Hopkins doodle follows: one 

quick chorus of “God Save the Queen,” known stateside as “America 

the Beautiful.” Next up is “They Love Each Other” which entered the 

Dead’s book in ’73 at a sprightly tempo and re-emerged, stripped 

of its musical bridge and slowed down a bit, when the Garcia Band 

debuted it in October of 1975.

 After a rousing reading of Hopkins’ instrumental “Pig’s Boogie” 

(originally released on Hopkins’ 1973 solo album The Tin Man Was 

a Dreamer), Jerry tells the crowd, “We have some more people who 

are gonna sit in with us, and its gonna take a couple of minutes to set 

everything up, so we’re gonna take a little bit and come back right 

about midnight, I think.”

 Set Two begins with Hopkins conducting a countdown to 1976, 

exclaiming “Merry New Year! God Bless All of You!” as the band 

plays a bit of “Auld Lang Syne” and then launches into an ecstatic 

“How Sweet It Is (To Be Loved By You).” Rhythm guitarist Bob Weir 

is now on board, adding his unique textures for the rest of the show.

 It’s really interesting to hear Weir’s guitar in this context: with 

the exception of a very short stretch in the early ’70s when they 

were joined for some gigs by Creedence Clearwater Revival rhythm 

guitarist Tom Fogerty (who recorded Excalibur (1972) with the 



Garcia-Saunders quartet of the time), Garcia preferred to be the 

sole guitarist.

 Weir’s contributions are manifest in the musical centerpiece of 

the evening, an extended “Mystery Train” which breaks down into a 

harmonica solo, a drum solo, a bass solo, and an extended jam, and 

a reprise. When it’s over, the band takes another short break to “try 

to figure out what to do.” They return with Hank Ballard’s “Tore Up 

Over You” (recorded with Hopkins for Reflections), after which Weir 

takes the lead vocal on “C.C. Rider,” also featuring a guitar solo by 

Kelly. The show closes with a powerful “(I’m A) Road Runner.”

Recalling his experiences with Jerry Garcia in various settings, 

Greg Errico notes that Garcia’s guitar playing had “a very distinct 

voice. He had a very big sound, custom Fender amps all reworked, 

so when he wanted to give it the gas [chuckle], you heard him.”

 “And when you heard a note, you knew it was Jerry before the 

phrase was finished.”

– David Gans
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SET ONE SET Three

SET Two

1. LET IT ROCK (13:00)
(Chuck Berry) Arc Music Corp (BMI)

2. MOTHER NATURE
,
S SON (2:00)

(John Lennon/Paul McCartney) Northern Songs Ltd 
(ASCAP/BMI)

3. It Ain
,
t No Use ( 11:36)

(Jerry Williams/Gary Bonds/Don Hollinger)
Embassy Music Corporation/EMI Blackwood Music Inc./ 
Jerry Williams Music (BMI)

4. God Save the Queen (0:48)
(Traditional)

5. They Love Each Other (7:49)
(Jerry Garcia/Robert Hunter) Ice Nine Publishing (ASCAP)

6. Pig
,
s BoOgie ( 10:41)

(Nicky Hopkins) Nicky Hopkins Publishing Company (BMI)

Used by Permission. International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved.

P & © 1975/2014 Jerry Garcia Family LLC under exclusive license 
to JGF Rights Holding, LLC. All Rights Reserved. JGFRR1006 
0882214920

SET Two

1. New Year
,
s Countdown ( 1:51)

(Traditional)
 

2. HOW SWEET IT IS

(TO BE LOVED BY YOU) (8:25)
(Brian Holland/Lamont Dozier/Eddie Holland)

Stone Agate Music (BMI)

3. Catfish John ( 15:29)
(Bob McDill/Allen Reynolds) Universal PolyGram 

International Publishing, Inc. (ASCAP)

4. Mystery Train (7:08)
(Herman Parker/Sam C. Phillips) Hi-Lo/

Unichappell Music Inc. (BMI)

5. Drums>New year
,
s Jam ( 13:14)

(Jerry Garcia/John Kahn/Nicky Hopkins/Greg Errico/
Bob Weir/Matthew Kelly/Mickey Hart) Ice Nine 
Publishing/Nicky Hopkins Publishing Company 

& Other Publishers Pending (ASCAP/BMI)

6. Mystery Train ( 1:48)
(Herman Parker/Sam C. Phillips) Hi-Lo/

Unichappell Music Inc. (BMI)

1. Tore Up Over You ( 10:46)
(Hank Ballard) Fort Knox Music Inc./

Trio Music Company (BMI)

2. Tuning (0:48)
(Jerry Garcia/John Kahn/Nicky Hopkins/Greg Errico/

Bob Weir/Matthew Kelly/Mickey Hart) Ice Nine 
Publishing/Nicky Hopkins Publishing Company & 

Other Publishers Pending (ASCAP/BMI)

3. C.C. Rider (8:20)
(Traditional)

4. (I
,
M a) Road RUnner (9:43)

(Brian Holland/Lamont Dozier/Eddie Holland)
Stone Age Music (BMI)

SET ONE SET THREE



SPECIAL THANKS TO TRIXIE GARCIA, ANNABELLE GARCIA, TIFF GARCIA, 
HEATHER KATZ, SUNSHINE KESEY, CAROLYN ADAMS GARCIA, 
KEELIN GARCIA, MANASHA GARCIA, CORAN CAPSHAW, 
JONATHAN BLAUFARB AND VIVEK SRIDHARAN AT COUNSEL, LLP, 
ELLIOT GROFFMAN, PAUL GUTMAN, IRA FRIEDMAN AND KELLY CORSON 
AT CARROLL, GUIDO AND GROFFMAN, LLP, JOHN CUTLER, MARK PINKUS, 
NICHOLAS MERIWETHER, JEFFREY NORMAN, DAVID LEMIEUX, 
STEVE PARISH, CORRY ARNOLD/LOSTLIVEDEAD.BLOGSPOT.COM, 
MATThew KELLY, BOB WEIR, MICKEY HART 
AND A VERY SPECIAL THANK YOU TO THE FANS 
FOR YOUR CONTINUOUS SUPPORT.

Original Recordings Produced by JERRY GARCIA
Produced for Release by MARC ALLAN and JOE GASTWIRT

Associate Producer: Kevin Monty
Recorded by BETTY CANTOR-JACKSON

Mastered at Joe Gastwirt Mastering, Oak Park, CA

Curator: JOE GASTWIRT and MARC ALLAN
Liner Note Essay by David Gans 

Art Direction, Design & Illustration by RYAN COREY for Smog Design Inc.
Photos by Ed Perlstein and BoB Minkin

For Comments and General Inquiries, Please Email 
Jerry.Garcia@RedLightManagement.com

JERRY GARCIA BAND
Jerry Garcia vocals, guitar Greg Errico drums Nicky Hopkins keyboards, vocals John Kahn bass  

Special Guests:

Matthew Kelly harmonica, guitar (Set 1, tracks 5 & 6, Set 2 & Set 3)

MICKEY HART drums (Set 2 & Set 3) BOB WEIR guitar, vocals (Set 2 & Set 3)

RECORDED LIVE AT THE KEYSTONE, BERKELEY, CA DECEMBER 31ST, 1975

JERRY GARCIA BAND

j e r ry g a rci a . co m
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